SEYMOUR HEIGHTS ELEMENTARY SCHOOL
SAFE ROUTES TO SCHOOL

LEGEND

- **Recommended Walking Routes**
  * These routes typically have less vehicle traffic and more pedestrian infrastructure such as sidewalks. These routes also connect to many students’ homes.

- **Recommended School Entry Points for Cyclists**
  **All minor roads can be used by cyclists who have bike safety training and equipment. As different students will use different cycling routes, only the recommended safer school entry points are provided.**

- **Recommended Direction of Travel for Cars**
  - Sidewalk
  - Stop Sign
  - 4-way Stop Sign
  - Traffic Signal
  - Crosswalk
  - Pedestrian Controlled Signal
  - No Stopping Area
  - Staff Parking Only
  - No Parking Area
  - Drop-Off / Pick-Up Zone (Stopping is permitted, but drivers must remain in their vehicles to avoid being ticketed)